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A ruff and tuff selection of 175
beats per minute ranging from Bouncy
to Happy to Hardcore to Hard Dance
describes this southern-based English
deejay and producer known as Brisk.
Today Brisk can be seen regularly
across the globe in the USA, Canada,
Japan, Australia, South Africa and all
across Europe. It’s no wonder Brisk
has made it into the top 100 for the
world’s best deejay and has mixed the
entire series of Happyhardcore foun-
dation on Highborn. 

Brisk has not always been as suc-
cessful as we know of him today.
Actually this Southampton based jock
tagged his way into success with his
graffiti and break dancing. Well not in
fact but if you believe that one event
leads to another than I suppose this is
just another way of looking at how
quickly Brisk developed into one of
the most in demand DJ’s in the coun-
try. The name Brisk actually stems
from his graffiti and break dancing
days when he sprayed it on bus
stops and used to put down
linoleum in the local shopping
center and break. Brisk’s early
interests were in Electro and
hip-hop, which eventually led
to his involvement with local
pirate radio stations and in
turn working with names like
Ramos, Marko and Simon
Ashton.

Brisk was introduced into
the dance scene at the age
of 12 but he did not take it
up professionally until he was
15. Since Brisk was drawn into
the techno sounds at such an
early age his tastes progressed
with the times into House and Acid
House. As soon as the first early
breakbeat-hardcore tracks surfaced
Brisk dove straight in as it had the rap
and house elements that he loved
fused with “A kind of raw energy. It
grabbed you by the balls it was so
powerful. I fell in love straight away!”
He explained.

At the age of 15 Brisk was booked
for a local club in Southampton know
as the Escape Club, and from there
gained his first residency at both The
Escape club & The Basement. These
in turn gained brisk regional residen-
cies at Brainstorm in Salisbury and
Remix in Bournemouth. This domina-
tion of the South Coast of England all
started in 1990, however it could not
of been at a worse time as all the
clubs and venues started loosing their
licenses or changed ownership for
one reason or another, which inter-
fered with Brisk’s progress for about
18 months. Subsequently Brisks big

break was at the legendary Club
Kinetic in Stoke On Trent in the UK.
Initially he was booked to play house,
however he was quickly recruited for
hardcore in 1993 and remained a resi-
dent until it was closed down in 1996.
From there Brisk landed many more
bookings at
events such as
Dreamscape,
Helter Skelter,
United Dance,
Hysteria &
Rezerection.
Today Brisk dee-
jays from Friday
to Sunday, aver-
aging 4 gigs a
weekend

Brisk’s first
track which was
co pro-

duced
with the DJ Intense (from the UK) was
done early in 1992 and was released
on Man From Uncle Records and to
their surprise it sold over 2000 copies.
Because of the success of his first
release the road to success had
begun to pave it’s way and Brisk was
his mark. “It was a series of events
which culminated in where I am today.
It wasn’t planned as such, but more of
myself being sucked into something
that I know I loved” Brisk explains. So
naturally Brisk started doing remixes
for top labels such as Remix records
and Knitforce, which was where he
met DJ Ham. Early on in his career his
two most well known releases were
“Make It Ruff: & “Airhead” on Remix
Records. It was the series of remixes
that made Brisk what he is today as
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other quality labels quickly acknowledged his
production talent. In 1996 Scott Brown’s “Now
Is The Time” received the Brisk touch making
it even more popular than it was. Today Brisk
is one of the top re-mixers in the UK and has
done remixes for almost every hardcore label
that has existed. 

Brisk’s remixing skills were in demand for
so long that naturally he wanted to start his
own label. Together with co owner and pro-
ducer DJ Ham, Next Generation, their musical
masterpiece was born. Next Generation allows
both Brisk and DJ Ham to express themselves
musically. However Blatant Beats the sister
label to Next Generation was originally some-
one else’s inspiration that Brisk and Ham took
over. They stepped in and gave the label a
facelift and concentrated on original releases
instead of the “rip off’ style that had become
attached to it. How does Brisk stay focused
and motivated in the studio? “With great diffi-
culty”, Brisk explains. Together Brisk & Ham
only get a few hours down each day as they
are also busy making decisions, licensing
tracks, doing design artwork or taking care of
customer orders. “We need more studio time
since the ideas are overflowing and they only
get a few hours in each day” says Brisk. The
quality and content of their music reflects both
Ham and Brisks advanced knowledge and pro-
ducing skills and is very distinctive to both
labels, it’s no wonder they are #1. What are the

challenges of producing hardcore verses pro-
ducing other styles of music? “Happy
Hardcore in particular is a very musical style
so you need to have a working knowledge of
melody, chord structures, etc.” Explains Brisk. 

Brisk loves producing as much as he loves
deejaying and he is one of the most skilled on
the circuit today. The road to success was not
easy, and he has put in many hours traveling
to the many clubs and raves worldwide to per-
form for all the ravers. So what does Brisk
have to say about his success? “I’m very, very
lucky to chase a dream and make a living from
it. The best buzz is when you’re playing your
own tracks and the crowds are going nuts. It
isn’t the biggest form of dance music to
emerge but it is definitely one of the most
enjoyable to play.” Explains Brisk. Brisk also
plays UK hardhouse under the name Paul
Smith, but is deeply rooted by hardcore’s raw
energy, power and fun. ” I enjoy playing house
as I find it quite relaxing and laid-back but you
cannot beat a manic thrash getting through
30-40 records in a 60-minute session. The
crowds are amongst the best too with no atti-
tude, they just dress to sweat and they are
down to earth.” Hardcore has transformed
from breakbeat into a much stompier sound
since Brisk started back in 1990 and today
there are lots of people going in many different
directions “It’s good to see after all variety is
the spice of life!” Brisk proclaims. 
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WEEKLY RAVER NEWS

United States Secret Service uncover
plan by underground undercover
ravers to assassinate Michael Stipe of
REM in the hopes of putting an end to

Alternative Rock.  No arrests were made due to the ravers only
being armed with glowsticks and pacifiers.

SNEAKY RAVERS
ATTEMPT TO DESTROY
ALTERNATIVE ROCK!

ANCIENT BABYLONIAN
SCROLLS REVEAL
AMAZING NEW PREDIC-
TIONS FOR 2001!
Archeologists transcribe scrolls that are
ancient predictions.  A famous Los Angeles trance DJ’s cover
will be blown to reveal he doesn’t produce any of his own
music!  New uses of Ecstacy will cure impotence, Breakbeat to
bring about world peace, and the most amazing, Alien technol-
ogy will be used to create new musical instruments that con-
nect directly to your brain.

In Hong Kong, 23 ravers were killed when a
giant sized Elmo fell from the stage where it
was being used as a prop.  Chinese officials

are still investigating the accident, fowl play may have been
involved.  One raver reported a sighting of an REM band mem-
ber near the stage before the accident.  Some say REM may
have done this “accident” in retaliation of a spoiled plan to kill
Michael Stipe of REM.

GIANT ELMO KILLS 23 IN
RAVE ACCIDENT! 





“Just last night I had a dream with Gerri
Halliwell in it.” (Laughter) “No, not a sexual kind of
dream at all, really.  She was sitting on the end of
my couch and she said ‘John, it’s all about the
yoga,” admits John B, amid laughter and a brief
respite from the demanding life surrounding his
musical career.

The thing is though, that John B has no
demands he does not place on himself.  His pro-
ductions are at the forefront of modern-day drum
and bass,
continually pushing the envelope to carry the
music to the furthest reaches of its
undiscovered potential.  With unique style and a
care-free regard to contemporary music fads, his
music has earned him a knight ship among the
royalty of drum and bass.  And has consequently
married him to an extremely busy schedule.

Recently, John B has completed a new album,
served releases on several different labels, mixed
a CD for the cover of Knowledge magazine and
conceptualized a DVD surround-sound album
project.

All of this on top of DJing around Europe and
America. Consider that he’s played out of town so
many times that he pioneered a method of work-
ing out with a record box.  “When you’re traveling
around quite a bit, there’s not a lot of energy
going around,” John explains, “You need to deal
with about a week without sleep.  Now I’ve start-
ed to develop a few exercises that I can do with a
record box in my hotel room, crunches and that
sort of thing.”

When at home in Maidenhead, England, John
receives a lot of help keeping up with musical
trends from his father.  “He’s responsible for
recording Fabio and Grooverider’s Sunday night

radio show,” John explains, “so he knows quite a
lot about the music.  He actually knows better
that I do sometimes. He’ll say, ‘Ya heard the new
track by Total Science?’ and I’ll be like, ‘No, I
haven’t.’  He’s always been into music and stuff
and he’s a good second opinion when it comes to
it.  He’s very well known, as well.  At Metalheadz,
Grooverider will come up and shake his hand,
Grooverider’s also given him shouts out on the
radio.”

When relaxing, John takes pleasure in what he
calls his ‘new baby’ – the chocolate martini.  “It’s
got to have Bailey’s in it,” he proclaims, “Some
people try to give you vodka with a twist, but it’s
got to have the Bailey’s in it.  I had the best one
ever not too long ago in Gainesville [Florida] and it
had plenty of Bailey’s in it, mmm.” 

I was able to catch up with John for a phone

interview from his Maidenhead studio.  Having fin-
ished a new mix CD just 20 minutes before my
call, he seemed rather jovial, citing it as “the best
mix I’ve ever done.”   While the feeling of enjoy-
ment echoed his recent accomplishments, we
covered a lot of ground involving both up coming
releases and studio technique.

Tell me about the new album, “Future
Reference.”
I’ll give you the structure of it.  There will be a
double pack sampler available on limited edition
vinyl, then the album will feature a triple pack
vinyl, followed by remixes from Black Caliber and
London Electricity, which will be on a double
pack. “Future Reference” will be released on July
23rd and is all drum and bass, no down-tempo
tracks will be on the album.  All 12 tracks are very
structured and they all have female vocals.  The

by dj w
john b



record is more polarized toward the vocal stuff,
there is some harder stuff on there, a Latin thing,
but the entire album has an identity rather than it
going all over the place like “Catalyst” did.  A lot
of material that is on the new album still has hard
beats, there’s a lot of party dance-floor beats with
a bit more of a thoughtful structure, you know.

How has the response been so far?
I haven’t really given the tracks out to anybody
because I want the tracks to be very fresh when
the album is new.  Apart from J.J. Frost, Andy C
and Bailey, no one really has dubs from the album
yet.  I’m very conscious of people’s reaction when
the tracks come out.  If it hasn’t been heard
before, DJs still want to play the record after it’s
been released.  Most releases have really lost
their impact after they’ve been played around for
a while on dub plate, then the release is not really
felt.  I feel that with “Up All Night” and the “Oh
No” remix, there’s enough out there already.

How about the new label, Tangent Records?
Sister label to Beta designed to be a channel for
the more jazzier stuff, which is what I love and
want to release, but I don’t want people to be
confused with Beta Recordings.  I don’t want to
start in with different pseudonyms, I’d rather keep
my identity with a new label.

What’s up with the new mix CD?
Just finished the mix for the Knowledge Magazine
cover, I’ve got a lot of new stuff from other people

and I feel like it’s the best mix I’ve ever done.  A
lot of DJs tend to focus on their own music for the
cover, but I really didn’t want to.  I mixed it off the
Pioneer CD players, because I haven’t even had a
chance to cut dub plates of all the new stuff I
have, so I just played it off the CD mixer.

You mean you’d rather mix CDs than dub
plates?
The dub plate thing really isn’t that important to
me, they’re such shit quality.  I’m interested in
music and production and improving drum and
bass and it’s production.  I don’t get caught up in
that sort of thing, you know.

Tell me what instruments you record live for
your samples.
Anything I need to record live when it comes to it,
really.  I play piano, saxaphone, flute, trumpet,
and all the drums are sampled and layered up.

Do you record live drum sounds?
No.  If there’s a break that originated from a live
sample, I tend to layer them up a lot.  Photek was
the first person to record live drums with the
“Hidden Camera” EP.  If I had a drum kit, I think
I’d do it, but there’s not enough space around
here.  I could see you taking samples of each hit,
you know.  A light snare, medium snare and heavy
snare, for example, and just layer them up a bit.



Small
Labels

with BIG
Sound.

Sumsonic
& Mechanism
by Barbarella

Sumsonic Recordings was launched in June
2000.  Since the very first release, massive support from the
world’s top progressive DJ’s has been constant.  The artists
who comprise Sumsonic Recordings and Mechanism Records
are, in no particular order, Paul Rogers, Mark O’Brien, and
Chris Gainer.  Each has several aliases and has been working
on music for the better part of their lives.

Paul Rogers began DJing seriously in 1994, but
had been collecting records since 1989 (I would love to raid
his box!).  Initially, Paul worked for Jackpot in A&R and DJ
management, looking after Sasha, Digweed, Carl Cox, and
others.  During this time he also had a residency at their club
night at Subterania in London.  1996 found him touring the
US with Danny Howells for Jackpot.  In 1997, he landed a
monthly residency at Ministry of Sound.  The following sum-
mer he took the opportunity to manage Renaissance at the
legendary club Pacha on the island of Ibiza.  Returning to the
UK, he took on the DJ Management Company at Ministry of
Sound.  He DJs consistently in the club circuit and is renown
for his personal style of Deep and Progressive House.  He has
written music under the aliases of Absurd (Whoop! Records),
Motion Blue, Sleepfreaks, Substructure, Seconds Out, and
Funk 22, among others.

Mark O’Brien started recording with Sumsonic
but has been a regular party guy since 1990.  He started mix-
ing in 1995 and he kept his ear to the Progressive sound as
well as the Techno sound.  Just listening to his tracks you can
hear the Techno influence and style.  Currently Mark is
involved in a bi-monthly label radio show for ‘MoS’ and
resides at Sumsonic club nights.  This summer he will be
touring the globe with Mark Rogers for Titanium Artist
Management.  Mark plays extensively around London and the
UK at venues like Linford Studios, Chunnel, Rhythmicon, and
his favourite, The Soundshaft.  His various production aliases
include Motion Blue, Sleepfreaks, Seconds Out, Darko, and
Funk 22.

Chris Gainer’s original influences began with
Hip Hop in 1984.  This progressed into mixing and studio
work with the early house scene.  His entrance into the
Progressive scene occurred in 1996 and has taken him to
diverse locations such as the Glastonbury Music Festival and
Courcheval in France.  He has promoted events that have cov-
ered the gamut of musical genres from Drum n’ Bass, to
Garage, to Progressive House.  As a DJ, he plays regular
spots at London’s best venues and all over the UK.
Additionally, he appears regularly on radio shows such as
‘MoS’, and the Ministry of Sound Internet Radio Station.  He
is currently a resident for Sumsonic club nights as well as
Rhythmicon in Salisbury and is often found spinning at clubs
like The Cross, The End, Soundshaft and others.  He has
released tracks under many guises including Crusha,
Substructure and Seconds Out.  

After 8 releases on Sumsonic and 4 on Mechanism,
how are you feeling about each labels progression?
We are really excited about the future. We have deliberately
tried to keep Sumsonic underground and resist the temptation
to write ‘Big’ more commercial based tracks. It has been a
steep learning curve. Mechanism is an opportunity to release
more varied projects and to showcase some of the talent we
have come across over the past year or so. Hopefully we can
maintain our own brand of music and just build the quality
and keep on pushing the future sounds

Are there any cool collaborations or projects in the
works?
We are celebrating the 10th release on Sumsonic by getting a
pretty high profile remix done (details to follow)! To date we
have kept the label purely our own material but we felt it
would be neat to get the remix done as a sort of celebration.
Mechanism has some great forthcoming releases, we have
signed ‘Greed’-‘Promises’ from Sog Records in Switzerland
and are putting out an un-released mix and a mix of our own
out as MECH005 and for the sixth release Michael Thomas
AKA ‘Blackwatch’ is doing the business on a Darko single
entitled ‘Tricky Gallah’
When you’re not on the road or in the studio, what
are you doing?
Ha, Ha,...sleeping!!!!, seriously we have worked liked slaves
over the past two years, it has been fun but it can get you
down at times when things don’t work out.  We try to hook up
with friends whenever possible, it’s hard to make the time to
see them these days.  The Discovery channel is often a
favourite pastime, it’s a good source of samples!!. 
Are there any producers or artists that you’d really
like to work with?
We all have our favourites, we think Michael Thomas from NY
is really talented and are hoping to get something arranged
with him over the coming months.  A new talent called ‘Jas’
also from New York is coming up with some great sounds and
there is always Nick Muir from Bedrock...you may of heard of
him.  Other plans include working with Bill Hamel and Andy
Holt (Redanka) in the near future.
How did the three of you get together?
Mark and Paul have been buddies for years but the team was
formed following Mark and myself’s made idea of setting up
the Studio to try to get into writing and setting up a label.
Once Mark and I had found the site Paul soon joined the team
and Sumsonic was born!
How do you feel about the state of progressive
music right now?
You have to really search about to find the real quality stuff, as
with all dance genres, the Progressive tag has become very
cloudy with a lot of people calling their music Progressive
when really it is Trance. We have tried to stay deeper as we
feel that is where the Soul of Progressive House lies.
What differences do you observe between the scene
in the UK and the scene in America? 
To date the US scene has been really refreshing, like it was in
the UK 5 years ago. Sasha and Digweed brought their
sound to America and instilled a quality feel to the scene
alongside what Tenaglia and the Subliminal boys have been
doing so well for years; the scene has been very healthy in
America. However with the corporate onslaught which is start-
ing to develop, the big companies will no doubt flood the
market with cheap commercial House music, as has happened
in the UK.  There are currently some great producers coming
out of the States, which is a reflection of the healthy state of
the current scene there.
As to your tour in the US this summer, which gigs
are you most excited about?
All of them, as it is just exciting to get to foreign countries
and try your sound out on broadminded, up-for-it music
lovers. Mark and Paul visited Denver for a Snowboarding trip
earlier in the year and are both looking forward to going back
there this summer, the scene their is very healthy.





From LA to Überland...skate to bus stop.  Take bus to subway.  Take subway to Amtrak.  Take Amtrak to Fullerton.     

Skateboards, Buses, Subways, Trains
interview with Q, the man

on THE RECORD...

There are many collaborations on this album, what was the most interesting for you and
why? Probably the one with Page Hamilton because to be frank, it was the most unlikely. It was
interesting to see that even though his roots were in hard guitar music and mine extremely elec-
tronic music that we were able to find an artistic middle ground. He's a very bright guy with an
extremely open mind.
What's your favorite song and why?  That's tough but I'd have to say "Faith In The Future".
Even though it's simplistic and ambient, it sounds how I quite often feel...
The song with Lida Husek is a very original, what was the inspiration for that song?  That
track started with some of the sounds from "Believe". I wrote some lyrics and had Lida do the
singing. I later felt that my lyrics were weak but I loved the way her voice sounded so I "unwrote"
the lyrics. I chopped up her voice in to syllables rather than leaving them as words and then built
a lot of crazy loops to rebuild the song.
How much of the scratching is real and how much is synthetic?  It's all real, baby...compli-
ments of  Mr. DJ Davey Dave. I used some effects here and there but that's about it.
What feeling do you hope people get when they listen to the album?  I hope the album
stirs a lot of different feelings. I felt challenged to write an album that widened the boundaries of
sound that define this project. However, I would like people to finish listening to the record with a
feeling of hope.

for THE GEEKS...

What got you interested in electronic music originally? As a smalI child I'd always be in my
brother's room listening to music with him and when the synth part came in I'd be like...WHAT'S
THAT NOISE!!!??? I later heard Kraftwerk on a cassette tape that belonged to one of my brother's
friends and fell in love with the electronic beats and synthy bleeps. I wanted to know everything
there was to know and hear everything there was to hear about electronic music from then on.
What was your first piece of gear?  Do you still use it? I bought a Roland Juno-60 off my
brother with an MD-8 MIDI converter. Unfortunately, I sold it to a friend to buy my first drum
machine on the promise that he'd sell it back to me later. He didn't, he sold it to someone else
without telling me. I'd love to have that first machine back.
What's your favorite piece of gear? My beloved Roland Jupiter-6. It's still my favorite
Polysynth. It speaks to me...
What was the most difficult thing you've ever had to do in your studio? Get a mix to
sound perfect... I haven't yet and I have a long way to go. I'd like to give some humorous, clever
answer but this is the truth.
If you could own any piece of equipment you don't currently own, what would it be and
why?  An SSL-9000J, I think it'd be the first step on my "perfect mix" quest. Or, possibly a NEVE
VX console. Anyone got a coupla' million laying around?

Images captured in Angelo & Vinci’s basement...the best pizza in Fullerton.



                     Skate from train station to Überstudio...               Walk to pizza place..   Feast...mmm...pizza...

ns, and Pizza...A Completely Random 
n that is Überzone...by Mike Fix

being HUMAN...

Faves: Irene, my family, music, Colorado Avalanche, movies.
Dislikes: Ignorant people, cockroaches, spiders, sleeping, eating, the "end" of things, the "busi-
ness" side of the music business, depression.
Sport: HOCKEY!!! GO AVS!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Vice: Tea.
Hero: My mom, Bruce Lee.

just RANDOM...

Highest mountain climbed? Mt. Whitney...about 15,000 feet.
Worst kind of ice cream? Pee flavored ice cream...yuk.
Paper or Plastic?  Paper lined with plastic.
Pizza toppings?  Mushrooms and olives.
Key to the universe?  Quantum mechanics...designed and engineered by a very loving God.
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Dylan’s had  a hectic week. When we
meet up, he’s just returned from playing
in Germany, Austria, Switzerland, Milan,
and Miami - assaulting the crowds with
his demented, dark, funk sound. In the
last year, a new hybrid of drum and
bass has been conquering the scene,
with producers such as Dylan, Loxy,
Ink, Total Science, and Digital at the
forefront. The last Renegade Hardware
night at The End, where Dylan and Loxy
played back to back, saw the longest
queue at the venue yet, with die hard
bassheads standing outside in the
freezing cold for 3-4 hours gagging to
hear the signature tear up set that has
raised drum and bass to a new plateau.
With tracks like “Dominion”, “Need
You” (Dylan/Ink), “Dark Skies”, “Think”
and “Possession” (Faith in Chaos) anni-
hilating dancefloors around the globe,
Dylan has established himself as a def-
inite force to be reckoned with.

“Listening to Mike Allen spin elec-
tro on Capitol Radio, really late at
night, when I was about 10 is prob-
ably when it all began” says
Dylan, “I would sneak the radio
into bed and listen to both him
and Dave Pearce’s (Radio
London) shows. Even then I
was into big, hard beats
meshed with funk.” Dylan
began to compete in break-
dance competitions alongside
B-key, and soon brought a set
of decks “...from Tandy. they
were allright really! They had a
pitch adjuster which was the
main thing. I had to start djing! B-
key and I would breakdance at
these competitions and we would
have to take one record with us, like
Chaka Khan or Renegades of Funk,
and break to that one track played over
and over. Hertfordshire, where I grew
up, wasn’t NYC. That type of sound
wasn’t really dropping. In music class
at school, we’d bring in tapes and the
class would have to analyse them.
Every time my turn came up, eyes
would roll and everyone would be like
‘turn it off, that’s not music’, then they’d
put Wham back on.”

From djing hip-hop and electro,
Dylan progressed to house and jungle.
“The first raves I ever went to were
Orange at Camden Palace on Fridays,
and Rocket on Saturdays. They bring
back the best memories, I used to live
for weekends!” Dylan started making
tapes, mixing tracks like Joey Beltram’s
‘Energy Flash”, and “Mentasm”; mostly
hard, noisy euro-rave, a clear influence
on tracks he produces now. North
London’s ‘The Bass Box’ was Dylan’s
first residency, where he played along-

side ‘up-and-comings’ DJ Seduction
and Peshay. Dylan also shared a spot
with B-key on pirate radio station Rude
FM. Dylan started to get interested in
production, buying some equipment
and messing about on a couple tracks
with B-key. Dylan says production was
a natural progression, “Usually it takes
years for people to get their heads
around the production side of things,
but after a couple tries the tracks just
seemed to come together. We brought
a couple tracks down to Danny Breaks
who was working at Boogie Times, and
he really liked the style. We finished
another two tracks, mixed them at
Danny’s house, and released one of
them on
Droppin’

Science
Vol. 9, enti-
tled ‘Tighten Up’.”

Producing became Dylan’s focus,
releasing tracks like
“Turbulence/Desolation” and
“Witchcraft/Virus” (Droppin’ Science
11,12) which established his aggressive
musical style. “On an Internet poll, Virus
was voted the number one hardest tune
ever!” Dylan laughs, “It’s mentioned
almost everywhere I play, especially in
the States, but even I find it a bit too
hard now...maybe.” Around the same
time, Dylan released his first track for
Renegade Hardware, entitled “The
Eyes”, and began to collaborate with
fellow Rude FM Dj, Facs. After produc-
ing a couple tracks together, Dylan and



Facs decided to start up their own label,
Biotic, whose first release “Plankton/Hairpie”
fused demented analogue bass and funk gui-
tar. “Penitentiary”, Biotic’s eagerly anticipated
next release, is a three piece vinyl E.P. with the
title track currently a playlist favourite of
Grooverider, Digital and Total Science, among
others. Biotic was only the beginning of a mul-
titude of ‘Dylan labels’; the experimental XXX,
Alphamagic’s Outbreak, and the Loxy synergy,
Cylon Recordings. 

So far 2001 has been an incredibly suc-
cessful year for Dylan, with new projects and
collaborations springing up everywhere you
turn. ‘The Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse’,
comprising of Dylan, Loxy, Ink and Keaton
(Usual Suspects), are set to release their long
awaited first track, a remix of Digital’s
“Rocksteady” on Renegade Hardware. “The
Four Horsemen project will push all of us as
producers. Although we have similar ideas, we

each bring a different twist, a different
angle. We all like to shake the safety net

that many producers tend to put them-
selves in, we don’t see the point in

taking the easy option in a genre that
was founded on the principles of
innovation and experimentation.
Leave that shit to Pop Music!” 

Experimentation seems to be
Dylan’s current forte, with the
punk inspired vocal track
“Possession” (Faith in Chaos)
currently obliterating dance-
floors around the world.
“Whenever I drop that track,
people just go mental! When I
was in Germany, I played that
tune and the whole place was

singing along! In the U.S. espe-
cially, that track goes off! Kemal

and Rob Data have done a remix
and it’s just ridiculous!” Dylan says

excitedly. “A lot of the reason I’m mak-
ing such varied tracks like “Possession’’

and “Need you” is to try to do something
different. Forthcoming tracks like “Think”

show versatility, and I like to shock the critics.”
The rest of the year sees Dylan doing what

he does best. Along with djing around the
world, and the regular roadblocks at the
Renegade Hardware nights,there’s also an
upcoming U.S. tour alongside Loxy to promote
the American release of mix CD “Here Come
the Drums” with exclusive tracks from Digital,
Universal Project and the rest of the crew.
Besides “Need You” being, in this journalists
opinion, a top contender for Drum and Bass
single of the year, future releases “Think”,
“Possession” and “Inferno” ensure Dylan’s
reputation as one of the most talented and
eclectic producers in the scene. Though he is
without a doubt ‘man of the moment’, what
sets Dylan apart is his ability to keep the
emphasis where it belongs, in the quality of
the music. 



Straight out of Newcastle, Australia hails the
infamous harsh sounds of Bloody Fist
Records. Mark Newlands AKA: Mark N.,
Overcast and 1/3 of Nasenbluten is the man
behind the label. Bloody Fist Records began
back in 1994 with it’s first release catalogue
# FIST01 titled ‘Newcastle Hardcore vol. 1’
V/A, only 100 copies of this record were
pressed the same goes for the next 2 releas-
es ‘FIST02 Newcastle
Hardcore vol. 2’ V/A
and FIST03
N a s e n b l u t e n
‘500/600/1200’ only
100 copies were
pressed up as well.
These first 3 releases
for Bloody Fist are
the rarest and most
sought after titles from the
catalog and at times fetch
for at least $100.00 and
up on various hardcore
chat lists. Bloody Fist
Records over the years
has become one of the
most popular hardcore
labels up to date with 22
releases out currently
and 5 known new releases
due this year. The best way
to describe the Bloody Fist
sound is a combination of
manic distorted break beats,
loud snare hits combined with
random samples taken from tele-
vision propaganda. radio gibber-
ish and pop songs being made
fun of. Bloody Fist has released
some of the biggest hardcore
tracks in its 7-year history with
artists Nasenbluten, Syndicate,
Memetic, Embolism, Hedonist,
Xylocaine and many others as
well. Front man Mark N. has kept
a consistent musical writing style
as well as his minimal, basic cut
and paste ransom letter style
packaging he presents on all his
12" releases, mix tapes, compact
discs, etc. The Bloody Fist label is
pretty much ran and distributed
like a punk rock label because of
the cover artwork and hand writ-
ten messages as well as crossing
out words and scribbling some-
thing totally off the wall in it’s
place. "Copying and or reproduc-

tion of any Bloody Fist material is strongly
suggested" the label includes this message
on some of it’s releases and if you ever
phone up Bloody Fist you will probably get a
message machine telling you if you want any
promos to simply hang up now. Bloody Fist
has done several other 12" releases on other
labels such as Industrial Strength (U.S.A.),
Strike Records (Germany), Storm (Scotland),

Juncalor (Germany),
and Atomic Hardcore
Recordings (U.S.A.).
Some of the best
tracks unleashed
from the Bloody Fist
crew were released
out on Industrial
Strength with key
tracks such as "Cunt

Face", "Shaftman", "We’ve
got the balls" and one of
my favorites "Cock
Sucker". There’s one
record that mark put out
and I believe he only
pressed up 50 copies of
it on a clear 7" titled
"Rotterdam Takes It Up
The Ass". This record is
extremely rare and every-

one and their mother want
it mainly because it bags on

DJ Paul, Rob Gee and the
Rotterdam Gabber scene as a
whole. The Bloody Fist guys
have made it a regular thing to
make diss tracks about other
hardcore artists and they usu-
ally only put these tracks out
on there limited tape projects
and live shows. Look out for a
lot of new releases from Bloody
Fist this year FIST22
Dissasembler "Dissasembler
EP", FIST23 Syndicate
"Badman", FIST24 Template
"Drops One", FIST25
Fluorocarbon "Fluorocarbon
EP", FIST26 Subsonic
"Braized+C-Bus" and FIST27
Nasenbluten "Dog Control" to
name a few. Hopefully you will
see another Bloody fist artist
featured on Atomic Hardcore
Recordings this year as well.
The Bloody Fist onslaught will
be continued.

b y  R o n  D .  C o r e





Hey kids.  This month I wanted to vent a little and see what
you all think… I’ve noticed in the recent months that there is a
major lack of creativity in our genre and in the electronic music
industry in general.  A big part of the creation of dance music is
sampling.  We all do it.  Drum kit elements here and there, snip-
pets of a vocal or a melody line, maybe a synth pattern.  What I
have a problem with is the blatant use of other people’s materials
without any effort to further manipulate the sounds or heaven for-
bid, acknowledge the original artists and actually get permission
to use the sample.  Yes, it is hard to get permission and some-
times it ends up in tedious litigation, but come on, claiming some-
thing as yours when it isn’t, is stealing.  Don’t get me wrong,
when I hear something I would love to use in a track, I would def-
initely love to use it. But, there is a fine line between taking an
idea and manipulating it to your tastes, and just dropping some-
thing into your computer and using it as is.  I have heard more
than one track use the entire drum kit from Cass and Slide
‘Opera’.  I’ve heard tracks where during a break they have a sec-
tion of another track, with absolutely no changes at all.  In one
particular case, an Aquilla track (which had absolutely no manipu-
lation whatsoever) was dumped into the break of another (a
recent Capital Heaven release) and nowhere on the label or the
sleeve was any thanks to the original artists.  I’ve heard a remix
of 1-800-MING by Brother Love Dubs completely rip off the origi-
nal 1993 Sven Vath Release of Barbarella, unless of course,
Sven Vath was working under an alias that I don’t know
about…which I don’t think is the case.  Just last week, I heard a
record that was a combination of Satoshi Tomie’s ‘Up In Flames’
and Isolee’s ‘Beau Mot Plage’ flipped upside down.  I don’t know
about you but that whole, ‘steal-a-vocal-and-stick-it- over-another-
track-and-make-a-white-label’, really annoys me.  That’s the kind
of crap that gets everybody yelling ‘Bootleg!  Bootleg!”, and then
we all end up hoping that Judge Judy will land us a little financial
compensation.  Sampling is a huge part of the process and I
understand that.  My mom always told me that copying is flat-
tery… they just want to be like you and they love your ideas.
Well, that’s all fine and good when you’re talking about anything
but copyright law.

This industry of music is about constantly trying new things.
We can’t keep recycling the past to create the future.  When
things get boring in a genre, this is what is happening.  We are
relying too much on past victories to create new music.  For me,
that really takes the mystery out of it.  I love hearing a new track
that really makes me listen for the changes and respect the risks
it takes.  Lee Coombs is a great example of someone who is
experiemental in his work.  New ideas, new sounds, new con-
struction… that’s what it’s all about.  Classic is definitely good,
but not if it is 75% other people’s work.  The elements are what
make it classic, not the actual melody, or drum kit.  It’s the feel.
Sumsonic does a great job with that.  The tracks are a composite
of classic and new ideas that create an entirely new and fresh
sound.  

This is not fashion, the 80’s are not back.  That’s my other pet
peeve.  For God’s sake, enough of these remixes of 80’s tracks…
If I wanted to hear 80’s music, I’d rat my hair, bust out my blue
eyeshadow, go to a cheesey club, and sing along with ‘True
Blue’.  I appreciate what people are trying to do, but I certainly
hope I don’t hear it out anytime soon.

So, if any of you would like to comment, I’d love to hear what
you have to say.  If you’re extra eloquent, I might even print it in
next month’s column, and wouldn’t that be exciting!

-barbarella@freebass.tv

Austin Leeds v. Noel Sanger
Headtrip – Noel’s Ritual Object
Mix
Music Now (US)

This label is really hammering out
some great tracks lately.  This
offering has a deep bassline,
common to the progressive sound
that is currently so popular.  What
makes it different are the more
trancey elements on top.
Shimmering highs and simple
analogue lines are underscored
by weird filtered vocal stabs and a
strong jagged drum kit.  Worbling
atmospheric sweeping fills out the
top.  The break is quick and to the
point and the track slams back in
with all the elements nicely in con-
cert.  Woo!  Definitely a winner for
the more trancey end of the spec-
trum.

-barbarella

Darko
Blue 3 / Overhead
Mechanism (UK)
Blue 3 takes some really cool
twists and turns.  The intro is a
melancholy affair laced with hol-
low bells and a warm drum kit.
Atmospheric undertones usher in
a more contented feeling.  This
track is an interesting departure
from the normal Mechanism
release.  Overhead is also a warm
tribal piece.  The drums are warm
and organic.  The general mood
on both of these tracks is more
upbeat than previous releases.
Right on.   Very intelligent.

-barbarella

Vibe Merchants
Feel Alright
Plastica Red (UK)
This first release on Plastic
Fantastic’s newest off-shoot label
is fabulous.  The drum kit is tribal
and crunchy.  The two female
vocal stabs are simple and totally
sexy.  The bassline is thick and
throbby.  Subtle analogue chords
spatter the track, and add tension
and intensity.  Drop this track at
the right spot in your set and God
knows what will happen with a
room full of party kids…You will
definitely have some restless
natives on your hands.

-barbarella

Secret Society A.K.A. Justin
Johnson and 3PO
Stolen – John Selway Remix

12” trance
reviews





Cable Records (USA)
This record is already getting
major props from big time DJs
like Seb Fontaine, Anthony
Pappa, and Pete Gooding.  The
bass line rolls underneath a mini-
malist tribal drum kit.  Repeated
filtered down synth chords com-
prise the mid section of the track
and the top is filled out by
whirring tones and broken down
vocal stabs.  This one definitely
grooves… don’t miss it.

-barbarella

Sugarglider
Slowmotion – Van Bellen dub
ADSR (UK)
I love the bass line on this one.
Although the track is pretty mel-
low, the rolling quality to the bass
line almost has a comic quality,
which keeps the track humming
along.  Definitely for the morning
sets, the vocal cut is soft and
lulling.  The simple percussive
elements move the focus of the
track to soft atmospheric sweep-
ing and the vocal.  Very pretty,
not in an ear-bleeder kind of way.

-barbarella

Vibrasphere
Airfield / Urban Grace
Spiral Trax (Sweden)
Well, it looks like even psyche-
delic is up for the crossover
movement.  These two tracks will
fit nicely in a progressive set,
while the psychedelic elements
add interesting texture.  The bass
lines roll along, fat and chunky.
Echoing dubby chords comprise
the melodic elements, keeping
the track more to the minimal end
of the spectrum.  The drum kit is
classical psychedelic, but many
of the overlying layers are quite
progressive.  Throw this in your
set, and kids will really stop and
listen.

-barbarella

Voyager
2001 EP – Super C
Coded (UK)
It starts out like your standard
gritty, gnarly, driving Voyager
track, and out of nowhere this
really simple low melody line
creeps in.  There is a definite
feeling of resolution.  Not a hint
of cheese either.  The drum kit is
dark and complex, and strange
noises, growls, bleeps, and
snarls frame the track.  This track
is a must for that driving, passive
aggressive sound.  Totally
methodical and calculating, this
one will make for a really sweaty
dance floor.

-barbarella

The Fact
Contact – Oceanwave Remix
Vapour (UK)
Oceanwave is back again with a
quality remix.  Strange filtered
voices and a warm organic drum
kit frame eerie atmospheric
sweeping.  The bass line is
rolling and underlines staccato
synth stabs.  This release has
more energy than other Vapour
tracks and would work well to
help build tension in a set.
Definitely listen to this one.

-barbarella

DJ Remy
Serious Damage – Starecase
Remix
Additive (UK)
This remix is an interesting
departure from the normal breaky
trance we’ve come to expect
from Starecase.  A worbling acid
line spinning in the background
adds speed and tension to the
track.  The bass line throbs deep
and rich, accenting a tight, bright
drum kit.  I’m stoked to see an
artist step away from the expect-
ed and perform well at something
new.  Right on!  Don’t miss this
one.

-barbarella

Stashrider
Voodoo
Planetary Consciousness (Ger)
Okay, now wait just one minute.
My patience is REALLY running
thin on this.  This track should be
called Satoshi Tomie v. Isolee...  I
hate it when producers think that
people don’t listen to other gen-
res of electronica…  come on
dude, a little creativity won’t kill
you, and besides, I don’t see any
references on those samples, I
mean the whole track…

-barbarella

Supercruizer
Supercruiser – Andreas
Kauffelt Rmx / Asem Shama
Rmx
Superstition (Ger)
Supercruizer is a new collabora-
tion of techno / tech-trance
artists.  Gabriel le Mar from
Frankfurt and Tokyo’s Toby Izui
come together to produce a
unique trance / techno hybrid.
The Andreas Kauffelt remix has a
deep and rumbly bassline and
the drum kit is constantly chang-
ing.  Light stabs of a broken
down synth line, echo in and out,
creating an eerie quality.  The
highs shimmer over the top and a
low, filtered acid line fills out the
mids.  The quality is reserved

and intelligent.  Very cool.  The
Asem Shama remix is much
more techy and driving.  The
drum kit is clicky and sharp.
Unexpected changes add tons of
texture and keep you listening.
This one is much more on the
techno end of the spectrum.

-barbarella

Mark N.R.G.
Starlight – Trancesetters Remix
Superstition (Ger)
This track is a slow builder.  The
intro is super long, so there is
tons and tons of room for intri-
cate mixing.  It fills itself out with
shearing stabs, screechy under-
tones, and all kinds of repeated
images; clicky highs and a tough
drum kit round the track out.  If
you can match your beats for
days, you could work some
magic with this one.

-barbarella

Praha
Pachinko
Platipus (UK)
A solid tribal progressive track,
the bass line is thick and rolling.
Hand drums, clicky highs and
chugging mid percussive ele-
ments add speed and tension to
the track.  A nice departure from
the extraordinarily house influ-
enced progressive sound domi-
nating the market today.
Digitized strings add a melan-
choly effect as well as tension,
which leads the track to a quick
break.  The drum kit brings the
track back in and it proceeds to
break it down.

-barbarella

DJ Nitro
Disco Funk
Fork Recordings (USA)
Dope house.  This track has
party party party written all over
it.  The drum kit is tight and
frames a funky bass guitar line
and sassy horns.  Sporadic vocal
samples add just the right touch.
The guitar line carries over into
the break, and delivers nicely into
the track, kicking it up a notch.
Great for peak time at a party.
Lots of room for mixing and
tricks.  Yay for DJ toys!   It’ll keep
everybody movin’.

-barbarella



Rosso
Into Your Heart – John Selway
Remix
Malec (UK)
Another classic John Selway
remix.  The vocal is nicely filtered
and dubbed out.  The bass line
drives and the drum kit maintains
his signature tribal style.  It’s
kinda hard to believe it’s the
same track.  Atmospheric chord
progressions give the track ten-
sion and a slightly melancholy
feel.  The break plays on the
vocal and a brief build up.  This
would definitely work well at the
peak of a set.  It really holds its
energy well.

-barbarella

Spin Cycle
Evil - C
Low Pressings (UK)
Low Pressings is one of my
favorite crossover labels.  This
release follows one of the sickest
tracks I’ve ever heard, from this
label or otherwise.  Spin Cycle –
‘Times Out / Sponge Monkey’.
‘Evil – C’ is definitely much more
on the house side of the equa-
tion.  The bass line is thick and
throbby.  The drum kit is crisp

and the claps are really tight.
This label is not one to be missed
if you’re down for that deep pro-
gressive house sound.

-barbarella

Planet B.E.N.
Silver
Flying Rhino (UK)
This is a great offering from
Flying Rhino.  Silver is a full
album release with 9 tracks and it
absolutely rocks.  All shades of
psychedelic are touched on.
There is the weird trippy hard
stuff as well as some on the pro-
gressive tip that would add great
texture to any set.  2 of the
tracks, Pulse and Breakbeater,
were featured on the Flying
Rhino 3CD pack called Time,
which is one of the best mixed
sets I’ve ever heard.  Don’t miss
this!!

-barbarella

Pete Bones v. Sleepfreaks
In My Mind
Red Ant Records (UK)
In My Mind is a dope blend of the
driving, floor shaking Sleepfreaks
sound and Bones’ signature tech
house.  The Original Mix is more

on the Sleepfreaks end of the
spectrum with a trademark
Sleepfreaks bass line and com-
plex drum kit.  The ‘Bonesy’s
Slightly Housier Mix’ is a bit more
minimal with a driving drum kit,
analogue stabs, and a hard,
grooving bass line.  The vocal cut
that weaves in and out of each
track adds a ‘shake that ass’
energy that will have any floor
hoppin’.

-barbarella

Submission
The Deep – Deeper Dub
Sunkissed Records (USA)
Bill Hamel, kickin’ ass again…
Intricate drum kit and analogue
stabs with soft filtered synth
work.  The bassline is thick and
throbbing.  The track builds ener-
gy nicely with soft atmospheric
sweeps and flanges.  The use of
steel drums adds a very nice
earthy feel.  The break brings in
broken down vocal stabs, adding
a tension and expectancy, which
is met when the track delivers
back in full force.  Right on.

-barbarella



Well, Los Angeles seems to be figuring things out quite well
these days!  The Hollywood afterhours crowd is getting hip to
Hard House and NRG and show no sign of stopping!  One of the
last places I’d expect to pick up on the HH/NRG buzz was the
21+ club crowd.   I know that the UK is all about clubs but here
it’s mostly been raves that had been at the forefront of the hard-
er sounds.  Things seem to be changing.  Los Angeles has start-
ed to play in the big leagues.  Red Records head Vinylgroover
played Afterhour Power, one of L.A’s new Hard House afterhours
and a surprise appearance at Magic Wednesdays in Hollywood.
Vinylgroover showed what it takes to be a true international
combining Hard House, NRG and a dash of trance to send
everyone home with a smile on their face.  Before the gig we
talked about his label Red and how he approached each release
with the intent of having it cross genres by asking artist to sub-
mit a slightly more “commercial” track.  This format, he
explained, has the two-fold effect that allows for more crowds to
be exposed to the Hard House sound.  Eventually, he explained,
both sides will get listened to and then you’re hooked.
Vinylgroover also clued me in on off shoots of Red coming soon,
namely Orange and Green.  Designed to further infest the dance
community with Hard House by having more trance and progres-
sive feels to the collective.  

Another new club, Hoovers and Horns in Los Angeles will be
having Tripoli Trax label head Steve Thomas in June.  I’ll be
headlining Hoovers and Horns the following month.  It will be
quite an honor to follow a veritable god like Steve Thomas.  So,
things are definitely starting to get serious here in the City of
Angels.  On the rave front, it’s getting better, too.  With more and
more flyers sporting Hard House/NRG rooms.  In June, Ingo and
the return of Madam Zu at, another sure to be stellar, party by
L.A.’s Nu-NRG Ent.  Who are also closing out their very suc-
cessful trilogy with Destiny 3 this month with London’s GRH
headlining along with the Nu-NRG Ent. residents, 007, Jeff Ryan
and Greg G.

As a whole the entire Left Coast is getting lots of attention
from the UK these days.  San Francisco has seen repeat per-
formances by Captain Tinrib, OD 404 and Kristian. I’m head-
ing up there to play a gig with Baby Doc and S-J on the 2nd of
May as well. Which should be interesting since all the events
there close at 2am! Vancouver is seriously kicking things up a
notch over the past few years by bringing over just about every
top talent in the scene today, even sporting the first North
American (UK?) Hard House label Wasa-B. 

All in all, things are looking good for the US in terms of us
catching up with the Jones’ if you will.  The U.K. powers that be
are slowly discovering the huge market out her and the enor-
mous potential for world domination. The British Empire may rise
once again.  But that only portents for another American
Revolution!

CHARGED!
UK Hard House/Nu-NRG
Column by DJ Ganesh
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Send all Hard House/Nu-NRG promotional product to:
DJ Ganesh, Freebass
6404 Wilshire Blvd #601
Los Angeles, CA  90048
e-mail: ganesh@freebass.tv

steve thomas

dj ganesh

captain tinrib

vinyl groover



12” Hard House
Nu-NRG Reviews

Obsessive Behaviour
The Judgment & Ride Da
Rhthym
Shock
Shock checks in with a strong
one this month.  Throbbing
Garage baselines, clangy per-
cussion and dark synth patches
come together to form a tasty lit-
tle piece of dance floor nutti-
ness!  The build is what you’d
expect but it moves the floor to
be sure!  The flip is a bit on the
brighter side of thing.  Energetic
stabs and a trippy little melody
do the job, ‘The Matrixî samples
don’t hurt either! -Ganesh

Fu Manchu & Bazooka Joe
Twist of the Knob & Getting’
Dis Groove
Green Records
Another new label, Green
Records, showing of the talents
of Bazooka Joe and Fu Manchu
to great effect. Full of all the
things the punters love, scratch
samples, random vocal stabs,
throbbing bass and distorted,
ear tweaking, acid synths.
Similar story on the flip but a bit
more on the serious side of
things.  Check it out; it just might
do it for you!          -Ganesh

Flinch 
Keep On & Pump It Up
Katayst Trax
The dependable Katakyst tracks
bangs in with two hoover cuts.
Not particularly groundbreaking
but solid and groovy nonethe-
less.  Galloping bass and
M.A.R.S. samples take the
weight on ‘Keep Onî and keep it
stoked and pumping, full time.
‘Pump It Up’ has the similar
banging hoover cut feel.
Hoovers shoot out rapid fire and
Eddie Murphy put his two cents
in letting you know just who’s
house it is!                    -Ganesh

Smokin’ Bert Cooper
Don’t Stop
Smoking Productions
Mr. Cooper turns in another, off
beat bouncer, on his signature
label.  A solid Hard Houser that’s
not too hard, not too banging,
just a nicely produced mid set
tune The ‘Don’t Stop’ samples
are on time and well placed.  The
off beat bass works well when
used sparingly through out the
night and this one has the mak-

ings of a keeper.  It should find
its audience. 

-Ganesh

Dan Madams
Dance & What Is It
Hard Trax
Slightly different than the harder
less bouncy sounds that I’ve
come to expect form Hard Trax.
Dan Madams’ recent offerings
are pretty standard hoover cuts.
Not pushing the sound but keep-
ing it hard at the very least.  High
pitched vocals and sirens fill in
the blanks and should cause
some damage it played at the
right time and venue.  Turn it
over for less bounce and more
bass.   Still full on with the
hoovers but on a darker tip.

-Ganesh

DJ Rolf
Feelin’ Good & Freedom
Hot Spot Records
Solid.  That’s the best way I can
describe this one.  Nothing, but
good quality hard house that will
get any dance floor moving in
short order.  Just pure party
music that moves with a pur-
pose.  It wastes no time getting
down to business and when it
does, it does it well!  The flip is
equally if not more satisfying.
‘Freedom’ will put a smile on
your face, full stop!  This tune
reminds me so much of the
slamming progressive house
that was ruling the San
Francisco scene in 94-95.  I’m
playing there next week, so I’m
definitely packing this one along!
Look for it!                    -Ganesh

Hard Trax Vs. Katalyst:
In Aura Vs. Flinch
Spanish Fly & Pump Up The
Bass
Bangin’ Out Tunes
Spanish Fly is absolutely
wicked.  The rhythm section is
thick and funky. Innovative and
pounding while at the same time
using familiar reliable 303s and
air horns to a pleasing effect.
Not being able to speak Spanish
I can’t tell you what the samples
say, but who cares?
Recommended!  Flinch’s side is
less impressive, the usual off
beat bass with filtered synths
and hoovers, still, a choice slab
of vinyl.                         -Ganesh

Free Jay Style & Angel
Farringdon
Destiny Rising
Nile
It wouldn’t be a proper review
page with out at least one
Mohawk family label finding it’s
way in.  Nile’s newest cut is fan-
tastic!  Defying a lot of conven-
tional notions of what makes a
good tune.  The Chris C remix is
superb.  Building the energy all
the way to its glorious break.
Haunting and beautiful, the
vocals fade in and out as guitar
patches play out the melody.
Brilliant.  With Madam Zu’s set-
ting the pace at Nile, things will
only get better.              -Ganesh

Andy Alder
Milky Bars
Hot Spot Records
‘The weekend has landed.  All
that exists now is clubs, drugs,
pubs and parties.  I’ve got 48
hours up from the world, man.
I’m gonna blow steam outta my
ëead like a screaming kettle.  I’m
gonna talk cock shit to strangers
all night, I’m gonna loose the
plot on the dance floor.  The free
radicals inside of me are freakin’,
man!  Tonight, I’m Jet Travolta,
I’m Peter Popper!  I’m goin’ to
Never-Never land with my cho-
sen family, man.  We’re gonna
get more spaced out than Neil
Armstrong ever did.   Anything
could happen tonight, ya know?
This could be the best night of
my life!  I’ve got 73 quid in my
back burner, I’m gonna wax the
lot man!  The Milky Bars are on
me!  Yeah!’  That goes double for
me!                               -Ganesh

Chris C
Dark Side & House of Sticks
(Rebuilt)
Mohawk
Chris sorts out yet another stun-
ning release.  Deep bass note
pulse and pump as the signature
distorted synth of Mr. C lashes
out.  The break sees the bass
drop deeper and deeper in to the
depths as the tune spins to a
stop, as Lord Vader coaxes.
Slowly winding back up to a per-
fect backspin.  And it’s back to
business.  On the flip, ‘House of
Sticks’ shows off Chris C’s more
up beat side and sense of
humor.   Worth the dosh!

-Ganesh
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Back once again the

renegade master, blah
blah blah power to the
people. Yeah baby you
know what I’m talking
about. O.G. samples like
that are used in many a
hardcore techno track.
Nowadays perhaps more
then ever before, dj’s
and producers are fusing
elements of the past with
those of the present. A
few years ago, a new
sub-genre of hardcore
slowly began appearing
on the rave circuit.
“Newstyle” as it was
eventually labeled united
the oldskool samples of
the early 90’s with the
programming techniques
of the present. The
tempo surprised a lot of
newbies who thought all
hardcore techno had to
be at or near 200 bpm’s.
Without knowing where
hardcore techno originat-
ed from, it’s difficult to
understand how the evo-
lution of the sound has
transformed the music.
In the beginning it was
never really about the
speed, some of the hard-
est tracks ever made are
not much faster then
your average house
song. Within the last
couple of years the igno-
rant have formed battle
lines between the faster
“gabber” stuff and the
slower “newstyle.” This
riff in the hardcore scene
is misguided and self-
defeating. I have to bring
this up because I see
this conflict causing
much unneeded aggra-
vation and tension within
the hardcore community,
and that is exactly what
we can do without. It’s
just like that “Happy vs.
Rotterdam” conflict that
popped up in the mid
90’s and continues to
persist up until the pres-
ent day. There is
absolutely no reason for
this continued division in
the hardcore ranks. It
only works to the ulti-
mate benefit of those on
the anti-hardcore front.

Nuff said, let’s move on.
On Saturday April

14th, I traveled to the
Bay Area for what
would turn out to be
one of the very best
events of the year,
namely the third install-
ment of “Popsikle.” The
“Skills” crew not only
put on a great produc-
tion as far as sound
system and lazer/light
shows go, they also
united some kick ass
talent that formed a rare
musical chemistry that
practically everyone in
attendance can attest
to. In my opinion, a
major reason for that
memorable musical
chemistry was the
diversity in the music.
Nearly all forms of elec-
tronic rave music were
represented. Whether
you were a trance kid or
a jungle head, “Popsikle
3” had you covered.
Plus as you might have
already guessed, the
Hardcore bumped
strong “a la” yours truly,
pardon my French.
Solid, let’s move on
shall we.

I want to take this
opportunity to mention
an event thrown by
“Ying Yang” produc-
tions up in the Bay Area
on the 4th of May.
Although the donut pigs
had shown up and
busted the event an
hour before I had
arrived, the night was
far from over.
Apparently a group of
Ravers took it upon
themselves to mount a
small yet spirited
protest at the donut pig
station. Now that’s what
I’m talking about,
Ravers standing up for
their right to dance.
Even though the pro-
moter Steve had all the
necessary permits in
order, the event was
still shut down. We all
know when it basically
comes down to it, cops
can do just about what-
ever they want. What

we need to do to help pre-
serve our great scene, is to
be smart and use our heads.
For example, next time you
see the media roaming
around your next massive,
ignore them. Don’t act like a
freakin e-tard, keep your
composure. Don’t give those
badstardz anything they can
use against us to bring our
scene down. You promoters
need to keep those parasites
out and keep our “under-
ground” scene below the
radar as much as possible.
Think about it, when was the
last time you saw a positive
portrayal of the rave scene in
the popular media? Although
the difficulty level of keeping
our scene away from the gen-
eral public has been increas-
ing exponentially over the last
few years, we still need to
play it cool and think of the
future when dealing with out-
siders. With that said let’s see
what’s cookin’ with the
Hardcore record labels.

Industrial Strength, the
very first Hardcore techno
label in America is definatly
back in force. Their 2nd
release since their return a
few months ago has just hit
the shelves. Oldskool I.S.R.
artist Temper Tantrum is on
this one, grab it while you
can. Also on the domestic
front, MC Rage of “Fuck the
Macarena” fame has been
kicking the Italian Hardcore
labels D-Boy and others into
high gear by setting up shop
here in the States. Now that’s
what I’m talking about, when
established European
Hardcore techno record
labels move stateside, you
just know things are blowing
up domestically. Gotta be a
good sign. 

Well that’s about it for this
time boys and girls. Next
month I’ll be droppin’ the
skinny on Tuscon,
Sacramento, and more.
Hopefully the authorities
won’t intervene and I’ll have
some dope adventures to tell
you about.  Oh btw, for those
inquiring on how to get in
contact with Demigod, try
demigod@freebass.tv.D
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Dj E-Rick 
Kick This One
VIP / Holland
E-Rick branches out from his
homie Tactic on this one and
represents on this the 2nd
release of his very own label,
VIP. A 4-tracker that rely’s
heavily on fast stabs of high
pitched synths intertwined
with familiar yet slightly res-
onated bass kicks. Side A
track 2 features a
“Ruffneckish” sounding bass
kick circa 97 that just
screams big sound system.
On the flip side the 2nd track
busts a Russian accented
cosmonaut vocal. CCCP rep-
resents.

-Knowitall

Wishmaster 
Respect
D-Boy Black Label / Italy
Ever since the parent compa-
ny “So-Real” moved to Vegas,
the release schedule has
been on double time. The
theme on this release is the
wet/dry ration of effects on
the entire tracks. The result is
a record which is definatly not
for the dinky sound systems.
The bass kick is so low on
the frequency scale you’ll be
amazed. This 12-inch will not
only intimidate, it will shock.
Distortioners take note.

-Knowitall

The Hitsquad
Insanity
Dwarf / Holland
Four tracks on this the 48th
release see’s exactly what
you would expect from this
established label. the bass
kick hits hard enough that the
focus does not necessarily
have to be primarily on the
rapid high pitched synth pro-
gramming. At the same time,
the bass kick does not over-
power the voice samples nor
itself if pushed to the max.
Check the title track
“Insanity,” crazy.

-Knowitall

Hardcoholics
The Over Feind
Deathchant
Once again another killer
installment from the
Deathchant crew. This brings
the Deathchant catalog up to
release number 31 and what a
solid release this is. Very
French sounding but molded
in that ever addicting
Deathchant style. This is an
excellent follow up for the
Hardcoholics from there
Beast label releases. The ‘A’
side “Thrashcoders” sounds a
lot like a sped up version of
“Name of the DJ” by Chosen

Few, cool EQ sweeps on the
kick drums. Side ‘B’ “Shamen
of the Future” this track is
more my style, hard hitting
and serious as fuck! 

–Ron D. Coree

Unknown
Stroid02
White Label
Here it is once again the sec-
ond release from the anony-
mous bootleggers from who
knows where. This is a kickin’
follow up to the first Stroid
release which ripped off loops
from Lenny Dee’s Industrial
Strength label. I prefer the
Stroid01 release over the new
release mainly because the
first Stroid has 2 playable
sides and this one only has
one playable side. The best
side of this disc is pretty
much a Mokum Megamix
including stolen loops from
Chosen Few and Walter One.
No New Style here just pure
hardcore in that old school
way. Don’t even bother play-
ing the flipside to this record
it’s pretty much Eminem rap-
ping to a faint muffled pillow
hardcore beat.

–Ron D. Core

V/A
Untitled
Fck Records
Six tracks of mad, distorted
speedcore hell clocking in at

around 250 BPM’s and up.
Only one track on this record
is beatless which is by
Darkcoresyndicates, the rest
of the record is 100% pussy-
core free. This 12” is
designed for moshing and
stage diving or perhaps a bit
of speaker humping. My
favorite track is “Z Punk” by
the Meat Marionette. Very
Berzerker sounding and
extremely fast and pissed off,
it’s like a table saw ripping
through your spine and split-
ting your skull for all the hard-
core kiddies to see.

–Ron D. Core

V/A
Speedcore Slaughter
Mascha Records (MR02)
9 tracks, wow! I Can’t believe
they fit 9 fricken songs on
one piece of wax. That must
mean that each song is
around 2:30 long, that’s all the
time you need to terrify the
dance floor. This is pretty
good sound quality consider-
ing how many tracks are on
the record. Artist featured on
the record are BTC,
Kopfkrank Terror Team,
Mordtrupp, Milan Speedcore
Project, Kielce Terror Squad &
Messias. I’m sure these guys
are down to earth vegetari-
ans. (Yeah right!__)

–Ron D. Core

Syndicate
Fist 23
Bloody Fist (FIST23)
This is a bit more on the
breaky experimental side for
Syndicate. Cool chopped up
James Brown “Funky
Drummer” loops as well as
some other old school fla-
vored beats. This record
should appeal to both the old
school jungle & hardcore
heads. 5 tracks in all and very
playable. You can play this
sucker with all those 1992 era
old school techno jams.

–Ron D. Core
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Wassup all you Hardcore rav-
ing loonies! Welcome back to
Freebass mag for your monthly
dose of news and gossip! 

Since the rave music industry is constantly
under the microscope with today’s
cutthroat media, putting on suc-
cessful events is becoming
increasingly more difficult. This has
adversely affected every genre that
makes up our scene. However this
has definitely affected the hardcore
scene the worse because we have
fewer promoters as we are still in
our growing stages. So I am pro-
posing that this month you
the readers and the ravers
help me out with something.
Please pick up the phone
and give your local promot-
er a call or get on the com-
puter and give um an e-mail
and let them know what you
want, HAPPY HARDCORE!!
Also ask your friends to also
do the same. If you don’t
tell promoters what you
want to hear they will never
they know!

I don’t know if anyone
has had a chance to check
out URB Magazine this
month.  I was very happy to
see an article based on
Happy Hardcore in North
America. But after reading
the article I was very disap-
pointed as it only featured
Anabolic Frolic in Canada
and the last time I looked at
a map Canada was only a
small part of North America!
Everybody holds a lot of respect for what
Moonshine & Chris Anabolic has accom-
plished in the Hardcore scene but URB is
a Los Angeles based magazine and I can-
not believe they did not feature anything
about the USA Hardcore scene when the
article was supposedly about it! . The USA
scene is getting bigger and bigger with
the only producers of Happy Hardcore on
this side of the planet living right here in
the USA! If you guys feel that the USA
scene should have been mentioned in the
article Please let URB know by giving them a
call at 323.315.1700 or dropping them an E-
mail at word2urb@urb.com because again it
comes down to the same thing if we don’t
speak up we will never get heard.

There are lots of good Hardcore events
coming up out here on the west coast over the
next couple of months. We have Insomniacs
Electric Daisy Carnival coming at you on June
30th with a whole hardcore arena. The line up
for the hardcore room so far looks like Robbie
Long, Devastate, Myself, Lostboy, Mc Storm, 
Mc ADB, Mc Stylee and some special guests
to be announced.  Then we have Area 51 on 

July 21st in San Francisco,
which will be hosting an
entire Hardcore arena. The
line-up has not been com-
pletely confirmed but expect
to see a big domestic hard-

core line up with a few
nice surprises.

In the SSU camp
we have started the
organization of a
monthly Hardcore &
Hard dance event.
The event is called
Smile and will be held
every second Saturday
of each month. The
first few will be state-
side DJs and MCs
then as the year pro-
gresses we will be
bringing out interna-
tional DJ’s and or
MC’s for each one.
We have plans to
bring Fade, Brisk &
Scott Brown before
the end of 2001. So
stay posted, as I will

let you know what months the
international talent will be out.

Quite a bit of action on the
release front this month with
the remix of Stealth See Me
Climb, Brisk & Devastate Time
To Move and loads of action
from the Nu Energy stables
with almost 10 release’s about
to hit the streets. Included in
this stack of exceptional origi-
nal material there is a remix of
Crul-t Sixs Days which is sure
to blow up and the long await-
ed release of Go Mental Dark
#1 which is gonna turn some
serious heads.

We also have 3 release’s coming at you this
month from SSU Recordings. We have SSU 6,
which is Steam Trainz 2001, Mashed Up 3,
which is the breaks & bass mix of Set Free and
Mashed up 4, Smoke. All of these should be in
the record stores by the end of May early
June, so keep your eyes peeled and let me
know what you think.

Well that’s about all I have time for this
month, be sure to tune in again next month
and if you have any info worth a mention in the
column please give me a shout at 916-441-
2775 or drop me an e-mail at
simonapex@aol.com.

Simon Says
by simon apex

Simon Says
by simon apex



Stealth
See Me Climb (DNA RMX)
Next Generation LP 8
This massive remix of the orig-
inal 99’ mix kicks off hard and
large with a hands in the air
stab line and a choppy set of
vocals givin’ it the DNA touch.
The first breakdown slams in
with a stealthy piano line and
the well-known vocals that
made this track the anthem it
is. As the breakdown pro-
gresses on, DNA surprises ya
with a wicked breaks and bass
fill in and slams back up into
the hard hittin kicks and stab-
by riffs. The second break-
down comes in dark and hard
with a hip-hop break beat,
deep bass, choppy stabs and
pucker vocals. The final break-
down comes in like the first
with a nice uplifting piano and
goes out to the end hard and
fast. This is definitely a wicked
remix that will keep the crowd
jumpin and singing along. 

-Orion

Project X
Liberation
Blatent Beats 25
This truancy bit bangs out
hard with a deep bass line,
pounding kick, and a synth riff
that fades into the first break-
down like an absolute charm.
The first breakdown comes in
with a divine display of vocals
and strings that build up to the
stars and kick out large with a
thundering mid section. The
last breakdown comes in with
a sweet broken synth line and
kicks back out hard to the end
of the track. This almost Fade
style track is positively a qual-
ity cut that will go out large on
the dance floor.

-Orion

Skippy & Fade Feat. Kate
I Want Your Mind
Skippin Trax 4

This bouncy little
number kicks off 97’ stylee
with a happy synth line and a
flat kick that jumps straight
into an uplifting piano and
vocal breakdown. From there
this choon goes into a poppy

mid section with a happy lil’
stab riff. The last breakdown
comes in large with a hands in
the air piano line and stab riff
alongside a sweet set of
vocals. If you love that 97’
style of hardcore then this is a
choon you definitely need to
check out.

-Orion

Scott Brown
Johnny
Evolution 52
This wicked track bangs out
hard as hell and ready for
action. The first breakdown
comes in with a gabba-like
stab line and snare hit. With
the call “Here’s Johnny!” the
mid section smashes in and
builds up into a nice little tru-
ancy bit. The final break
comes in with a “wam, bam”
vocal sample as the build up
filters in and bashes out hard
to the end of the track. This is
definitely a well bangin’ choon
to start off any set to get any
crowds attention.

-Orion

Sy Project
Bring On The Bass
Quosh 36
I don’t’ know what happened
to the Quosh label. This isn’t
really my style of hardcore but
if you like UK hardhouse then
this is the track for you. Kickin’
off with a hardhouse kick and
hoovers this almost Prodigy
like bit goes into a deep stab-
by breakdown and goes out
into a nifty little break beat.
From there the track just goes
out NRG stylee to the end of
the track. Pretty minimal
choon but it still kicks off hard.

-Orion

Brisk
Can’t Stop Myself
HTSE #4
This sweet lil’ remix of “Can’t
Stop” kicks off hard and chug-
gin Brisk stylee with massive
off stabs and a wicked little
acid line laid on top. The first
break is a nice little synth line
and a set of vocals to die for.
The mid section comes in hard

n’ ravey and shoots into a dark
Spanish breakdown that
insanely builds up to a stabbin
frenzy and carries out hard to
the last softy breakdown. The
final mash-up of the choon
goes out hard and large. Yet
another Bang-out track for
HTSE!

-Orion

Hixxy
Wanting To Get High 2001
Raver Baby 2

Even though its not
very different from the original,
Hixxy still did a bang up job
with this slammin update.
Kickin off hard and ravey into
the first breakdown that’s filled
with a straight hands in the air
set of vocals. The build up
from there brings ya to a high
powered mid section. The
second breakdown is filled
with a stabby frenzy that
builds up hard and charges to
the final breakdown that is a
sure floor stomper. A choon to
definitely have in your box to
get the crowd dancing.

-Orion

Mashed Up 4
Set Free RMX
Mashed Up
This blastin’ remix of every-
one’s favorite anthem is now a
poundin breaks and bass
stomper. Kickin off with a
choppy set of samples, deep
bassline, and vocals “only love
will set you free”, that makes
ya get up and dance your ass
off. The first break comes in
with the lead vocals and kicks
out hard with a break beat
frenzy. The last break is an
uplifting set of strings and
vocals that give ya just a bit of
rest until the choon kicks off
hard and the sub-bass is
boomin’ till the end. This is a
must play, must have, and
guaranteed crowd-pleasing
choon.  

-Orion
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word on the street...by dj w
Are we spoiled?  You be the judge.  This month’s line-up of

local dnb events is astonishing, and highlights the success of
the Los Angeles dnb scene altogether.  Never before has an
American city been able to offer such a consistent caliber of
talent over such a short period of time.  Word to the wise, kid,
L.A. will never die, as our city shines as the beacon of the
American drum and bass community.

Beginning with the grand opening of the Channel 36 drum
and bass monthly, The Source.  Scheduled to kick-off June 13th, the first night

boasts Ed Rush, Randall, Deacon and Don.  This grand
opening will certainly be off the hook as the first 1,100 peo-
ple will enter for free!!!  Everyone else can shell out the
meager $5.

Next, the Databass crew have some serious business
coming our way.  On June 9th Databass Session 5 fea-
tures the 31 Records tour with Doc Scott, Marcus Intalex,
Lee, MC Justiyc as well as local faves Mok, Rusta and
Hazen.  As if that wasn’t enough, on July 7th, Databass
Session 6 presents Beta Recordings artist John B [for
more information, see John B interview, page 8].

Also, be sure to check out the Junglelogic one-year anniversary, Kaya,  serv-
ing as an exclusive LA event for not one, but two highly-anticipated releases.
Firstly, the night will present the debut release from LA’s own Deacon on NSCT
Recordings.  It is also the release party of Fury’s new mix
CD, “Seclusion.”  Other talent on the night offers R.A.W.
spinning an all ragga set, Machete, Roxanne, and the
Cerebral Integration Crew.

Without a doubt, things will definitely be going off over
at Konkrete Jungle which highlights a stellar line-up, as
well.  On June 6th, KJ presents Kemal, June 13th brings
Jo-S, and the Usual Suspects will drop knowledge on
the 27th.

Sunday nights at Progress brings more up-front talent
with Ivry on the 3rd, Jo-S on the 10th, and ragga night with Curious on the 17th.

Go buy a 20-pack of lighters.
On the one’s and two’s, a wealth of solid new releases

will be in store this month.  Starting off, the long-awaited
Cybotron LP from Dillinja should be available now, and
features many great tunes, including “Valve Sound,” “All
Aboard,” “I Told You How to Rock” (feat. MC Fats),
“What’s the Deal,” and the dance-floor smash-up
“Cybotron.”  The LP comes to you from London Records
and can be found in a five-piece vinyl set as well as on CD,
which features four exclusive tracks.

RAM Records has a few things up their sleeves as they
roll out BCs remix of “Atlantis” on the 18th of June.   Andy
C’s latest DJ mix project, “Ram Raiders in the Mix” will
quickly follow on CD, with a release date in early July. 

Evolutionary sound engineers BC have some big things
lined up, as well.  “The Book of the Bad,” a three-volume
double pack bestows Volume One in June.  This collection
of tunes includes “Spider,” “Believe,” Numbers,” and
“The Voice.”  BC has also engaged a sister-label, Square

One, which is dedicated to the rising stars of dnb.  Watch for a release from
UFO! on this revolutionary label.

Stateside, the enterprising east-coast duo known as Rob F and Impulse are
ready to light the dnb world on fire.  Though little is known of the duo right now,
the seeds have been sown for their eminent development.  Under their Synthetix
pseudonym, the duo will release the coveted “Gateway,” and “Anomaly” tracks
on No U-Turn Records.  Rob F and Impulse have yet to grace the west coast
with an appearance, but plan on west coast dates in August, following the No U-
Turn release.

dj w

dillinja

ed rush

andy c
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Cause for Concern
Symptom E.P.
Renegade Hardware / UK
More for the floor from C4C on this double-
pack. “Skewer” seems to be the big one on
this and it’s easy to see why, with massive
yet clean, hard drums. “Give It to ‘em”
comes complete with a crisp old-school
break and pad filled intro before the title
sample and wobbly bass line drop. Also
included is the title track, which is a sub-
bass excursion through techno-loaded dnb
and the Usual Suspects RMX of “Research.” 

- Don

Hive
The Raw Uncut E.P.
Vortex Recordings / US
Vortex comes correct once again, this time
with Hive on production. Running the gamut
from the steppin “Futura,” and the stab-
laden “Soundclash,” to Dillinja’s “Weapons
RMX,” all of the tracks deliver, but the one to
really look out for is “Surreal Killer.” The track
starts off with a light piano riff and quickly
levels off in a 4/4 beat. This groovy plateau is
then shredded by a pounding bass line and a
furious amen. This is definitely the cut for the
massive, and will leave any audience beg-
ging for more. 

- Don

Champion Soundz Sampler
Sonic and Silver - 21 Gun
Supply and Demand – Oh Yes
Trouble On Vinyl / UK
TOV crew comes with more of their jump-
tech stuff, but this time it’s gonna cost 45
bucks! (the album will anyway). These two
tunes are actually pretty good, and the rest
of the album is too, it’s just that the whole
shebang is a bit gimmicky for me. Hey,
maybe that’s what they’re going for, but I like
a little more music to my tunes than this. “Oh
Yes” is a fun little number with ragga style
vocals and a ridiculously bouncy bass line. If
you have a really fickle crowd, they’ll get
moving to this one. You may alienate your
hard-core junglists, however, cause it’s pretty
damn happy. As for “21 Gun,” some dirty
techno stabs and an interesting ‘tick-tock’
sound combine with dirty beats to make for
a pretty good tune. The second breakdown
always gets everyone moving. This track
really stands out in the arrangement since
the sounds used are a bit rough around the
edges. 

- Origin

In the last Last Audiophiles 0.1, we gave you
ideas about setting up a home studio. Now
we’re going to let you know more about the
program that will be at the heart of your proj-
ect studio…

Music Sequencing with Steinberg’s
CUBASE VST

Cubase VST is probably the world's most
successful professional music production sys-
tem. Steinberg's Cubase technology is avail-
able to more musicians than any other profes-
sional music system. There must be a reason
for this: Maybe it's because Cubase VST
despite its wide-ranging capabilities, is still
one of the easiest software packages to learn.

That's the advantage of a software based
production system. Steinberg pioneered visual
song production & hard disk recording. They
started the native processing revolution, that
allows a full digital audio studio to exist within
your computer but without the prohibitive cost
of the then contemporary DSP chip powered
solutions. And now Steinberg’s leading the
field again with integrated virtual synthesisers,
bringing a new range of possibilities and ease
of use to a new generation of Cubase VST
users.

There is no great divide between recording
audio and MIDI in Cubase VST. Just select a
track and press the record button. Recordings
can be either continuous tape-like tracks or
composed of many smaller takes, each
encapsulated in its own block. These are the
targets for further editing and compositional
changes.

Cubase VST doesn't need expensive spe-
cialized audio hardware: Cubase supports any
audio card that comes with an ASIO driver.
This music industry standard means that there
are many complete audio input & output solu-
tions for any budget and connectivity require-
ment. ASIO is a Steinberg technology that is
enabling the next generation of super low-
latency sound cards that are absolutely ideal
for integrated virtual synths.

Cubase VST is a not just an audio
recorder, its a complete audio studio. The
audio channels are connected to the outputs
of a virtual multi-track recorder. Each of the
channels has a level fader, a pan control, solo
and mute switches, effects, equalization con-
trols and 5-stage dynamics section that
includes limiter, compressor, noise gate ect…
The complete mixing environment is saved
with a song, including effects settings and any
automation data you record. Practically every
parameter in a mix can be automated simply
by moving the control concerned. All Cubase
versions can record audio at either 16 or 24
bit resolution.

Links regarding this article:
www.steinberg.net/>http://www.steinberg.net

Next Issue – Virtual Synthesizers reviewed!








